
Regulations of the action«-50% for 6 months!» [1]

1. Period of conduct:

1.1. From 01.08.2022 to 31.05.2024.

1.2. Promotional period — 6 months (month of connection + 5 subsequent
months).

The period during which the subscriber can use the services on the discount
specified in clauses 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 of this regulation is implied.

2. Participants:

2.1. Potential subscribers who live in apartment buildings or private sector, and
wish to connect to the service «Internet», «Internet + TV» or «Internet + Web TV»
(subject to technical feasibility) and do not fall under section 6 — «Exceptions».

2.2. Potential corporate clients who want to connect to the service «Internet» for
business by FTTx/ETTH/xPON technologies (depending on the available technical
capability at the address).

2.3. Tariff packages for the apartment buildings participating in the promotion:

Tariff package Internet Television

Internet 200
up to 100 Mbps + 100 Mbps

= up to 200 Mbps *
Not provided

Internet 500 up to 500 Mbps Not provided

GIGABIT up to 1000 Mbps Not provided

Internet 200 + TV up to 100 Mbps
«Basic» TV package
(KTB/DVB-C/WebTV)

Internet 500 + TV up to 500 Mbps
«Basic» TV package
(KTB/DVB-C/WebTV)

GIGABIT + TV up to 1000 Mbps
«Basic» TV package
(KTB/DVB-C/WebTV)

* are provided additional 100 Mbps if the subscriber and the company have the
technical capability.



2.4. Tariff packages for the private sector participating in the promotion:

Tariff package Internet Television Telephony

PON 200 up to 200 Mbps Not provided Not provided

PON 500 up to 500 Mbps Not provided Not provided

PON + SIP up to 200 Mbps Not provided
300 min on landline
300 min on mobile

PON 200 + WebTV up to 200 Mbps WebTV Not provided

PON 500 + WebTV up to 500 Mbps WebTV Not provided

PON Mix up to 200 Mbps WebTV
300 min on landline
300 min on mobile

2.5. Tariff packages for businesses participating in the promotion:

Tariff package Internet Television

Business 200 up to 200 Mbps Not provided

Business 500 up to 500 Mbps Not provided

Business Gig up to 1000 Mbps Not provided

3. Action content:

3.1. Residents of Kharkiv city and the region (areas where it is technically possible
for connection) during the period of the special offer can order the service specified
in clauses 2.1, 2.2 on promotional terms.

Special offer conditions: during the connection month and the next five months, the
subscriber pays the cost of the tariff plan with a 50% discount. After the end of the
promotional period, the amount of the subscription fee will be standard (without
discount).



3.2. Services cost for the apartment buildings:

Tariff package
Full cost of the service,

UAH/month

Service cost for the
participants of the promotion
during the promotion period,

UAH/month

Internet 200 250 125

Internet 500 320 160

GIGABIT 400 200

Internet 200 + TV 340 170

Internet 500 + TV 400 200

GIGABIT + TV 450 225

3.3. Services cost for the private sector:

Tariff package
Full cost of the service,

UAH/month

Service cost for the
participants of the promotion
during the promotion period,

UAH/month

PON 200 250 125

PON 500 370 185

PON + SIP 300 150

PON 200 + WebTV 340 170

PON 500 + WebTV 450 225

PON Mix 390 195



3.4. Services cost for business:

Tariff package **
Full cost of the service,

UAH/month

Service cost for the
participants of the promotion
during the promotion period,

UAH/month

Business 200 400 200

Business 500 750 375

Business Gig 1200 600

** Due to the peculiarities of providing services for businesses, the tariff policy at
some addresses may differ from that indicated in the terms of the promotion.

4. Connection process:

4.1. The subscriber calls to the Service and Information Centre using a
multichannel number (057) 720-9-720, number 0800-31-0700, or by the numbers
provided in the official materials of the company and leaves an application for
connecting services for the promotion «-50% for 6 months!». You can also leave an
application on themaxnet.ua website or on the company's Internet resources.

5. Connection conditions:

5.1. The cost of connection, cable inside the apartment and additional equipment
is paid according to the current price list of the Maxnet company.

5.2. At the time of the Promotional Period subscribers do not receive promotional
months for using services for participation in the loyalty program «Pay less — get
more».

5.3. Existing subscribers at the time of the Promotional Period receive promotional
months for using services for participating in the loyalty program «Recommend
Maxnet».

5.4. When activating the promotion «-50% for 6 months!» new subscribers
participating in the loyalty program «Recommend Maxnet» are not credited with a
month of promotional use of services. New subscribers can choose between
participation in the promotion «-50% for 6 months!» and promotional use of services
for one month for participation in the loyalty program «Recommend Maxnet».



6. Exceptions:

6.1. The following cannot participate in the promotion:

● existing subscribers wishing to connect a second point to the same address;
● subscribers who terminated the Agreement during the promotion period;
● subscribers who already participate in promotional offers from Maxnet;
● persons who were subscribers of Maxnet during the last 3 months.

[1] The Company reserves the right to change the conditions of the Promotion
Regulations.


